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At the Beaulieu Park School teaching staff use the 

‘five a day principle’ in Literacy to support all 

learners.  
 



Literacy Vision 

At the Beaulieu Park school, we believe in inspiring 

curiosity in our students and fostering a lifelong love of 

learning. Our aim is to equip every student with the 

knowledge, drive and character necessary for success 

at university and beyond*.  

Literacy is at the heart of our curriculum- it is through 

text, story and language that children learn to form 

ideas, connect concepts and express themselves. In all 

areas of the curriculum we aim to develop a child’s 

vocabulary so that, when our children move to the 

Secondary Phase they have a sophisticated vocabulary 

which enables them to understand complex texts and 

express themselves in a wide range of written and 

spoken contexts. Through the Literacy curriculum aim to 

equip children with the skills, knowledge and 

understanding to be the very best version of themselves, 

socially, emotionally and academically.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Literacy non-negotiables: 

 

Topics centred around high quality texts 

At The Beaulieu Park School, each topic is centred around high quality 

texts placing Literacy at the heart of our curriculum. This allows our 

children to apply the knowledge and skills that they learn throughout the 

term to a context. The texts are carefully chosen to evoke curiosity, 

encourage thinking deeply about an issue and develop vocabulary at the 

appropriate level for the cohort. Here are the texts which we use in each 

year group: 
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Display 

 One of the boards in every class must be phonics/ literacy 

based. This should be updated regularly, showing the 

current sounds and text type being taught, as well as 

previously taught sounds, common exception words and 

vocabulary. Children’s work should also be displayed. 

Frieze strips should be added to as each new phoneme/ 

grapheme is taught. 

 A WAGOLL (what a good one looks like) should be 

displayed on the board showing the final piece of writing that is expected from 

this unit of work.  

 Flip charts from previous/ current lessons can also be added to the working 

wall if teaching staff feel that it would be beneficial to the 

children.  

 Boxed success criteria should be created, displayed and 

shared with the children during the unit of writing. This 

will begin in the final term of Reception.  

 Students should have access to sound and word mats 

and dictionaries. These should also be available to 

children when they are writing across the curriculum.  

 Reading dogs images should be displayed in the 

classroom from year 2 onwards. 

 There should be a dedicated book area that the children 

can access in each classroom.  

 There should be a special book box in each classroom 

with the year groups ‘special books’ clearly labelled. 

These are our class reading time books.  

 

In lessons  

 All phonics lessons should follow the Rocket Phonics scheme and should use 

the Rocket Phonics resources provided. (See Appendix 1 for a Guide to 

Rocket Phonics) 

 All Literacy lessons should be based around a high quality text and unit of 

lessons taken from The Literary Curriculum. The Literary Curriculum should 

be adapted to suit the needs of the children.  

 In a unit of work, teachers should plan time for the children to become familiar 

with genre it’s purpose and the features and evaluate some good examples of 

the text type through the use of boxed success criteria. Students should be 

taught the key skills required for this text type and have time to practise and 

apply these skills independently. Children should have time to reflect on their 

writing and edit where necessary.   

 In Literacy lessons, the LQ and success criteria should be introduced making 

reference to the display where necessary. Skills should be taken from the 

reading and writing progression grids (Appendix 2). Children will reflect on 

their LQ and success criteria at the end of the lesson. 

 We challenge and deepen students understanding via the use of Higher 

Order Thinking (HOT) challenges.  

Figure 1-Boxed Success Criteria 
example



 Assessments should be ongoing throughout lessons and teaching staff 

should take note each session of children that require additional support. 

Time should then be given to work 1:1 or within a small group with these 

children.  

 

In books 

 There should be a book plate to identify the start of a new topic in Literacy books and 

Reception work books. 

 Work for guided reading should be completed in whole class guided reading books.   

 Across a unit there will be evidence of practising different skills. 

 There should be evidence of students reflecting on their work using the success 

criteria provided. This will start in the final term of Reception.  

 Books will show evidence of children meeting objectives from the progression grids.  

 Children will deepen their understanding of texts by answering HOT challenges.  

 

 

How we support children in Literacy lessons using the ‘Five a day 

principle’ 

 

 

1. Explicit Instruction  

 We use clear, simple language when giving instructions. Visual cues are used 

alongside e.g sound/word mats and flash cards. 

 We have words and pictures displayed to prompt students. These include 

frieze of all the sounds taught.  

 Before sending students to complete a task, we select students to explain the 

task again- to check for understanding and clarification. 

 In writing lessons, we will model writing a WAGOLL sentence or text to the 

children before they write it.   

 We use boxed success criteria to ensure all children are clear about the 

purpose of their writing, the features that need to be included and why they 

are important.  

 

2. Cognitive and metacognitive strategies 

 We carefully consider what knowledge and skills we intend for the students to 

acquire in a lesson and ensure that the task matches the learning question. 

This ensures that we avoid cognitive load.  



 We ensure that Literacy units are sequenced carefully so that children have 

the knowledge of the genre and content to enable them to focus on the skill of 

writing/reading.  

 We stick to the same familiar format for all phonics lessons.   

 We use the 5 Bs of Beaulieu to encourage students to help themselves in 

lessons. (Appendix 3) 

 We provide opportunities for students to assess and evaluate their learning 

throughout lessons and ask children to check their own work.   

 

3. Scaffolding  

 In some lessons, some students are given/ offered resources that will support 

them to learn the sounds they are being taught e.g. sound/word mats, support 

from adults orally blending or finger spelling.  

 Students can go back and look at previous sounds, common exception words 

they have been taught in their pupil book.  

 Children are shown what a good one looks like (WAGOLL). This might be a 

prepared piece of writing or a shared piece of writing displayed in a gold 

frame for children to magpie from.  

 Children can be given sentence starters, key vocabulary and prompts specific 

to the text type.  

 

4. Flexible grouping 

 Students will have the option to take part in a ‘Do with me task’. This is where 

the teacher/LSA will model one more sentence/paragraph to help the children 

feel more confident with the skill/task.  

 Students will be put into keep up groups where necessary. This is where all 

children are taught the same content at the same time but students are put 

into smaller groups to complete tasks. In these small groups support from the 

adults will vary, some groups may work through each section together while 

others will complete tasks more independently.   

 Children can sometimes be given pre/ post teaching of part of a lesson if they 

are identified as needing additional support.  

 Children who are not able to blend and segment the majority taught sounds 

will be put into catch up groups. These are in addition to normal phonics 

teaching. 

 All children are able to access the mastery HOT challenge if they are ready to 

move their learning on.  

 Children are paired with mixed ability talk partners and this is adapted to suit 

the needs of the children.  



 

Use of technology 

 In Phonics lessons, we use the online resources provided by Rocket Phonics.   

 We recommend several apps and websites to our families including: Jolly phonics 

videos, BBC bitesize and many more.  

 From Year 3 onwards, we occasionally set homework using Purple Mash to check 

children’s understanding of a concept/ unit of work.  

 In KS2, children will have opportunities to present some work using technology and 

make use of spell check where necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1 Rocket Phonics Guide 

Introduction 

At the Beaulieu Park School, from Reception, phonics lessons take place every day using a 

scheme called ‘Rocket Phonics.’ Rocket Phonics is a fully resourced, systematic synthetic 

phonics programme that provides teachers with everything you need to teach children to 

read and write. It provides a combination of digital and printed resources, and a fully 

matched series of decodable reading books. The resources are all provided electronically 

through an online subscription so that they can be accessed by multiple adults at once and 

used at home.    

How phonics is structured across the week? 

We focus on/teach a new sound/spelling across two days. Therefore, each week we have 

two focus phonemes and one day where we focus on common exception words: 

 Day 1 uses the Rocket Phonics Big Books to introduce a new phoneme. It is a whole 

class teacher led reading activity followed by completion of four short reading tasks in 

the pupil booklet. 

 Day 2 focusses on writing the corresponding grapheme for the phoneme taught on 

day 1. The teacher will lead a short introduction modelling how to write the grapheme 

at word and sentence level. The children will then complete four short writing tasks 

including a handwriting task.  

 The Common Exception Words (CEW) lesson focusses on recapping previously 

taught words and teaching a new CEW. The children will complete four short CEW 

activities including recapping previously taught words, a handwriting task to practise 

writing the new word, reading the new word in a sentence and writing the new word 

in a sentence.   

Here is an example of what a typical week looks like: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Phoneme: 
or- reading 
focus 
 
Using Big Book 
and reading 
activities. 

Grapheme: 
or- writing focus 
 
Writing 
activities at 
word and 
sentence level.   

Phoneme: 
ur- reading 
focus 
 
Using Big Book 
and reading 
activities 

Grapheme: 
ur- writing focus 
 
Writing 
activities at 
word and 
sentence level.   

Common 
exception word- 
some 
 

 

How is phonics taught? The structure of a reading/blending focus lesson 

Every day we start the phonics lessons by recapping previously taught sounds and common 

exception words. On the reading focus lesson, we show the children a selection of flash 

cards and they are asked to read the sound and decode a word with the same phoneme in 

it.  

As part of the phonics lesson, children will work at text level, seeing the sounds in a shared 

Big Book, and also at sentence and word level reading and writing words and sentences. 

Here is the structure of the reading/blending focus: 

1. Revisit and review – Use flashcards to revisit and review previously taught sounds.  



2. Teach – Use the IWB Big Book to teach the new letter-sound correspondence. 

Practise and apply – Children practise decoding using the Big Book decodable word 

sections, then using the first Pupil Practice Booklet lesson page.  

3. Apply – Use Target Practice reading books for shared, guided and/or individual 

reading.  

4. Further application and consolidation – Children read independently using Rocket 

Phonics reading books. 

How is phonics taught? The structure of a writing focus lesson 

During the writing focus lesson, we will begin by writing previously taught graphemes either 

on mini-whiteboards or in the air, we call this air writing. 

At the end of the writing lesson the children will be asked to write a dictated sentence.  

 Model how to write the sentence (handwritten), show them on the first occasion do 

not ask for input from the children.  

  Remind children where we can find our common exception words if they are unsure. 

(They also enjoy correcting teacher mistakes such as no finger spaces!)  

 Cover/rub off your writing and let the class have a go at writing it. 

 Once they have written the sentence, uncover your writing and ask them to check it 

against theirs. 

The complexity of the sentence may vary depending on the year group and also the time 

during the year. For example, the sentence may include conjunctions, adjectives or could 

even be a question, command or exclamation. 

Phonics non-negotiables 

 Display 

o One of the boards in every class must be phonics/ literacy 

based. This should be updated regularly, showing the 

current sounds being taught, as well as previously taught 

sounds. Children’s work should also be displayed. Please 

ensure that this board can be easily seen/ accessed by all 

children. Frieze strips should be added to as each new 

phoneme/ grapheme is taught. 

o Flip charts from previous/ current lessons can also be 

added to the working wall if teaching staff feel that it would 

be beneficial to the children. The phonics working wall should also show 

examples of children’s work.  

o Rocket Phonics has a colourful, child friendly, mnemonic system based on 

key exemplar words and pictures. On each flashcard there is a key picture, 

which at first acts as prompts to recall the sounds linked to the letter shape. 

The ultimate aim is that the children can ‘say the 

sounds’ in automatic response to the grapheme with 

no picture cues, therefore we want to ensure the 

children do not become dependent on the picture 

cues. To the left, you will see sound mats 1 and 2. 

These sounds mats, and others, should be displayed 

or access easily by the children.  

 

 In lessons  



 All lessons should follow the Rocket Phonics schemes.  

 Lessons should use the Rocket Phonics resources provided.  

 Application and enrichment activities should be carefully planned to allow 

children to practise and apply the sounds they have been taught during 

extended, independent writing.  

 

 We challenge and deepen students understanding via the use of Higher Order 

Thinking (HOT) challenges which are stuck into phonics jotters.  

 

 Assessments should be ongoing throughout lessons and teaching staff should take 

note each session of children that require additional support. Time should then be 

given to work 1:1 or within a small group with these children.  

 

o In the pupil books, there are letter/sound correspondence assessment sheets, 

reading and spelling assessment sheets as well as oral segmenting sheets, 

which can be used for assessments at the end of each book. In Reception, 

more formal assessments must be undertaken at the start of the year and 

take place every half term. Assessment records should be kept in the 

classroom. 

o In Reception, use one assessment sheet per child with different colours used 

to show understanding of sounds at each assessment point.  

Baseline  Pink  

Autumn 1 Blue  

Autumn 2  Yellow  

Spring 1 Green  

Spring 2 Purple  

Summer 1 Orange  

Summer 2 Black  

 

 The Head of School and the phonics lead will undertake half-termly pupil progress 

meetings (after each holiday period) to discuss children requiring additional phonics 

support and the impact this support is having. This additional support is usually given 

by teachers and LSA’s during assembly time.   

 

 



Information about the Rocket Phonics scheme and techniques specific to Rocket 

Phonics 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Specific techniques for Rocket Phonics 

Blending for reading 

Some children find blending easy and they progress quickly from saying sounds in response 

to letter/s and to sounding out and blending words. Other children will benefit from more 

support from the teacher during all or some of the following steps: 

Oral blending  

 The adult says the sounds all-through-the-spoken-word slowly and clearly, then the 

children respond with the whole word. 

 Oral blending is the type of activity that teachers can do at any time in the day to tune 

children’s ear to the sounds and their capacity to discern the spoken word. For 

example, just before playtime, the adult says: Children, it is time to put on your c-oa-

t-s and fasten your z-i-p-s. This is especially useful before children are able to blend 

words independently. 

 Children do not need to be able to orally blend before they start seeing printed words. 

Oral blending can be done just prior to modelled and supported blending with whole 

printed words. 

Modelled blending 

 The adult points beneath each grapheme all-through-the-printed-word whilst saying 

the sounds. They then swipe beneath the words from left to right and say the whole 

word while the children observe.  

 Demonstrate using a consistent hand routine – using an index finger to point and 

swipe beneath the graphemes and words helps to focus children’s eyes on the text. 

 

Supported blending 

The adult points at the graphemes all-through-the-printed-word whilst the children say the 

sounds. The adult then swipes beneath the word while the children say the whole word. 

 

Independent blending  

The children sound out the word aloud (or in their heads as they progress), then say the 

whole word aloud. 

 

Fluency  

The children read the words automatically, without the need to overtly sound out and blend. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Segmenting for spelling  

Some children find oral segmenting easy and they progress quickly from identifying the 

individual sounds in spoken words to writing words independently without any scaffolding. 

Other children will benefit from continued support as necessary from the teacher on each of 

the following steps: 

Modelled oral segmenting 

The adult says the whole spoken word, and then says the sounds from the beginning to the 

end of that word in order to train the children in the process. This activity can take place at 

any time during the day. The process above can be then be repeated, but this time the adult 

models how to count the sounds on the thumb and fingers of the left hand (with the palm 

facing the user).  

Demonstrate using a consistent hand routine Using the left hand (palm 

facing) to tally sounds from the thumb across the fingers can help children 

work out how many sounds they can hear in a word before attempting to 

write it.  

 

Oral segmenting 

The adult says the whole spoken word, and the children respond by saying the individual 

sounds all-through-the-word. When the children learn to count sounds for themselves, they 

must use their left hand (palm facing them). 

Modelled segmenting with spelling  

The adult... 

1. says the whole spoken word 

2. models the process of counting the sounds  

3. counts how many sounds have been identified  

4. writes that number of long sound dashes at the top left of the whiteboard (the sound 

dashes also serve as writing lines)  

for split digraphs we use a dash with an arrow to the adjoining letter e.g. m  a k e  

5. then writes the corresponding letters or letter groups on the sound dashes.  

6. Sound out and blend to check 

7. Children would then tick if they had spelt it correctly 

In the early stages, the teacher can model using grapheme tiles (of letters and letter groups) 

to select the graphemes needed for each dash through the word from left to right. Print, 

laminate and cut out grapheme tiles to make a useful manipulative resource to support early 

word building 

Independent segmenting  

The adult dictates the whole spoken word; the children have the capacity to write the word 

directly onto a whiteboard or in a notebook. The adult should always discuss the spelling 

needed or prompt the children to remember the correct grapheme. Do not encourage 



invented or phonically plausible spelling. During the phonics lesson, the adult continuously 

talks about and shows how to spell words accurate. 

 

Overview of Rocket Phonics in EYFS and KS1 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Target Practise Readers 

 

 

 



 

 

We allocate phonetically decodable Rocket Phonics reading books to every child. These 

books include phonemes that the children have learnt in school. 



Appendix 2           Reading Knowledge and Skills Progression 

  





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Writing Knowledge and Skills Progression 

  Reception Year 1  Year 2  Year 3  Year 4  Year 5  Year 6  

Phonic & 
Whole word  
spelling  

•Spell words by identifying sounds in 
them and representing the sounds 
with a letter or letters 

• words containing each of the 40+ 
phonemes  
taught  

• common exception words  
• the days of the week  
• name the letters of the alphabet in 

order •  using letter names to 

distinguish between  
alternative spellings of the same 
sound  

• segmenting spoken words into 
phonemes  
and representing these by 

graphemes, spelling many correctly  
• learning new ways of spelling 

phonemes for which 1 or more 

spellings are already known, and 

learn some words with each 

spelling, including a few common 

homophones  
• learning to spell common exception 

words •  distinguishing between 
homophones and near-homophones  

• spell further homophones  
• spell words that are often misspelt 

(Appendix 1)  

• spell further homophones  
• spell words that are often misspelt 

(Appendix 1)  

• spell some words with ‘silent’ 
letters  
• continue to distinguish 

between homophones and other words 

which are often confused  
• use knowledge of morphology 
and etymology in  
• spelling and understand that the 

spelling of some words needs to be 
learnt specifically, as listed in Appendix 
1  

• spell some words with ‘silent’ 
letters  
• continue to distinguish 

between homophones and other words 

which are often confused  
• use knowledge of morphology 
and etymology in  
 spelling and understand that the spelling 
of some words  
• needs to be learnt specifically, as listed 

in Appendix 1  

Other word 
building 
spelling  

 • using the spelling rule for adding –s 

or –es as the plural marker for 

nouns and the third person singular 

marker for verbs  
• using the prefix un–  
• using –ing, –ed, –er and –est where 

no  
change is needed in the spelling of 
root words  

• apply simple spelling rules and 
guidance from Appendix 1  

• learning the possessive 
apostrophe (singular)  

• learning to spell more words with 
contracted forms  

• add suffixes to spell longer words, 

including –ment, – ness,   
–ful, –less, –ly  

• apply spelling rules and guidelines 
from Appendix 1  

• use further prefixes and suffixes and 

understand how to add them   
• place the possessive apostrophe 

accurately in words with regular 

plurals and in words with irregular 

plurals  
• use the first 2 or 3 letters of a word 

to check  
its spelling in a dictionary  

• use further prefixes and 

suffixes and understand how to add 

them   
• place the possessive 
apostrophe accurately in  
• words with regular plurals and 

in words with irregular plurals • 

 use the first 2 or 3 letters of a 

word to check its spelling in a dictionary  

• use further prefixes and 

suffixes and understand the guidance for 

adding them  
• use dictionaries to check the 
spelling and meaning  
• of words• use the first 3 or 4 

letters of a word to check spelling, 

meaning or both of these in a dictionary  

• use further prefixes and 

suffixes and understand the guidance for 

adding them  
• use dictionaries to check the 
spelling and meaning  
• of words• use the first 3 or 4 

letters of a word to check spelling, 

meaning or both of these in a dictionary  

Transcription  

•Write simple phrases and 
sentences that can be read by 
others. 

• write from memory simple 
sentences dictated by the teacher 
that include words using the GPCs 
and common exception words 
taught so far.  

• write from memory simple 
sentences dictated by the teacher 
that include words using the GPCs, 
common exception words and 
punctuation taught so far.  

• write from memory simple 
sentences, dictated by the teacher, 
that include words and punctuation 
taught so far.  

• write from memory simple sentences, 
dictated by the teacher, that include 
words and punctuation taught so far.  

     

Handwriting  

•Form lower-case and capital letters 

correctly. 

•Hold a pencil effectively in 

preparation for fluent writing – using 

the tripod grip in almost all cases. 

•Begin to show accuracy and care 

when drawing. 

• sit correctly at a table, holding a 

pencil comfortably and correctly  
• begin to form lower-case letters in 

the  
correct direction, starting and 

finishing in the right place  
• form capital letters  
• form digits 0-9  
• understand which letters belong to 

which  
handwriting ‘families’ and to practise 
these  

• form lower-case letters of the 

correct size relative to one another  
• start using some of the diagonal and  

horizontal strokes needed to join 

letters and understand which letters, 

when adjacent to one another, are 

best left unjoined  
• write capital letters and digits of the 

correct size, orientation and 
relationship to one another and to 
lower-case letters •  use spacing 
between words that reflects the size 
of the letters.  

• use the diagonal and horizontal 

strokes that are needed to join 

letters and understand which letters, 

when adjacent to one another, are 

best left unjoined  
• increase the legibility, consistency 

and quality of their handwriting  

  

• use the diagonal and 

horizontal strokes that are needed to join 

letters and understand which letters, 

when adjacent to one another, are best 

left unjoined  
• increase the legibility, 

consistency and quality of their 

handwriting  

• choosing which shape of a 

letter to use when given choices and 

deciding whether or not to join specific 

letters  
• choosing the writing implement 

that is best suited for a task  

• choosing which shape of a 

letter to use when given choices and 

deciding whether or not to join specific 

letters  
• choosing the writing implement 

that is best suited for a task  

Contexts for  
Writing  

   • writing narratives about 
personal experiences 

and those of others (real and 
fictional)  

• writing about real events  
• writing poetry  
• writing for different 

purposes  

 • discussing writing similar to that 
which they are planning to write in 
order to understand and learn from 
its structure, vocabulary and 
grammar  

• discussing writing similar to that which 
they are planning to write in order to 
understand and learn from its structure, 
vocabulary and grammar  

• identifying the audience for 

and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar 

writing as models for their own  
in writing narratives, considering how 
authors have developed characters and 
settings in what pupils have read, 
listened to or seen performed  

• identifying the audience for 

and purpose of the writing, selecting the 

appropriate form and using other similar 

writing as models for their own  
in writing narratives, considering how 
authors have developed characters and 
settings in what pupils have read, 
listened to or seen performed  

Planning  
Writing  

 • saying out loud what they are 
going to write about  

• composing a sentence orally 
before writing it  

• planning or saying out loud what 
they are going to write about  

• discussing and recording ideas  
• composing and rehearsing 

sentences orally (including 
dialogue), progressively building a 
varied and rich vocabulary and an 
increasing range of sentence 
structures  

• discussing and recording 
ideas  

• composing and rehearsing 
sentences orally  

• (including dialogue), 
progressively building a varied and rich 
vocabulary and an increasing range of 
sentence structures  

• • noting and developing initial 
ideas, drawing on reading and research 
where necessary  

•  • noting and developing initial 
ideas, drawing on reading and research 
where necessary  

Drafting  
Writing  

•Re-read what they have written to 

check that it makes sense. 

• sequencing sentences to form short 

narratives  
• re-reading what they have written to 

check that it makes sense  

• writing down ideas and/or key 

words, including new vocabulary  
• encapsulating what they want to 

say, sentence by sentence  

• organising paragraphs around a 

theme •  in narratives, creating 

settings, characters and plot  
• in non-narrative material, using 

simple organisational devices 
(headings & subheadings)  

• organising paragraphs around a theme  
• in narratives, creating settings, 

characters and plot  
• in non-narrative material, 

using simple organisational devices  

• selecting appropriate grammar 

and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance 

meaning  
• in narratives, describing 

settings, characters and atmosphere and 

integrating dialogue to convey character 

and advance the action  
• précising longer passages  
• using a wide range of devices 

to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs  

• selecting appropriate grammar 

and vocabulary, understanding how such 

choices can change and enhance 

meaning  
• in narratives, describing 

settings, characters and atmosphere and 

integrating dialogue to convey character 

and advance the action  
• précising longer passages  
• using a wide range of devices 

to build cohesion within and across 

paragraphs  



• using further organisational 
and presentational  
• devices to structure text and 

to guide the reader  

• using further organisational 
and presentational  
• devices to structure text and 

to guide the reader  

Editing 
Writing  

 • discuss what they have written 
with the teacher or other pupils  

• evaluating their writing with 

the teacher and other pupils• 

rereading to check that their writing 

makes sense and that verbs to 

indicate time are used correctly and 

consistently, including verbs in the 

continuous form  
• proofreading to check for 
errors in spelling, grammar and 
punctuation  

• assessing the 

effectiveness of their own and 

others’ writing and suggesting 

improvements •  proposing 

changes to grammar and  
vocabulary to improve consistency, 

including the accurate use of 

pronouns in sentences  
• proofread for spelling and 
punctuation errors  

• assessing the effectiveness of 

their own and others’ writing and 

suggesting improvements  
• proposing changes to grammar 
and vocabulary to  
improve consistency, including the 

accurate use of pronouns in sentences  
• proofread for spelling and 

punctuation errors  

• assessing the effectiveness 

of their own and others’ writing• 

proposing changes to vocabulary, 

grammar and punctuation to enhance 

effects and clarify meaning •  ensuring 

the consistent and correct use of tense 

throughout a piece of writing  
• ensuring correct subject and 

verb agreement when using singular 

and plural, distinguishing between the 

language  
• of speech and writing and 

choosing the appropriate register • 

 proofread for spelling and 

punctuation errors  

• assessing the effectiveness 

of their own and others’ writing• 

proposing changes to vocabulary, 

grammar and punctuation to enhance 

effects and clarify meaning •  ensuring 

the consistent and correct use of tense 

throughout a piece of writing  
• ensuring correct subject and 

verb agreement when using singular 

and plural, distinguishing between the 

language  
• of speech and writing and 

choosing the appropriate register • 

 proofread for spelling and 

punctuation errors  

Performing  
Writing  

 • read their writing aloud clearly 
enough to be heard by their peers 
and the teacher.  

•  read aloud what they have written 
with appropriate intonation to make 
the meaning clear  

• read their own writing aloud, to a 
group or the whole class, using 
appropriate intonation and 
controlling the tone and volume so 
that the meaning is clear.  

• read their own writing aloud, to a group 
or the whole class, using appropriate 
intonation and controlling the tone and 
volume so that the meaning is clear.  

• perform their own compositions, using 
appropriate intonation, volume, and 
movement so that meaning is clear.  

• perform their own compositions, using 
appropriate intonation, volume, and 
movement so that meaning is clear.  

Vocabulary  

•Begin to leave finger spaces 
between words.  

• leaving spaces between words  
• joining words and joining clauses 

using "and"  

• expanded noun phrases to 
describe and specify  

• extending the range of 

sentences with more than one 

clause by using a wider range of 

conjunctions, including when, if, 

because, although  
• choosing nouns or 

pronouns appropriately for clarity 

and cohesion and to avoid repetition  
• using conjunctions, 
adverbs and prepositions to express 
time and cause (and place)  

• extending the range of 
sentences with more than  

one clause by using a wider range of 

conjunctions, including when, if, 

because, although  
• choosing nouns or pronouns 

appropriately for  
• clarity and cohesion and to 

avoid repetition  

• use a thesaurus  
• using expanded noun phrases 
to convey  
complicated information concisely  
• using modal verbs or adverbs 

to indicate degrees of possibility  

• use a thesaurus  
• using expanded noun phrases 

to convey  
complicated information concisely  
• using modal verbs or adverbs 

to indicate degrees of possibility  

Grammar  
(edited to 
reflect content 
in Appendix 
2)  

 • regular plural noun suffixes (-s, -
es)  

• verb suffixes where root word is 

unchanged (-ing, -ed, -er)  
• un- prefix to change meaning of 

adjectives/adverbs  
• to combine words to make 

sentences, including using and  

• Sequencing sentences to form 
short narratives  

• separation of words with spaces  
• sentence demarcation (. ! ?)  
• capital letters for names and 

pronoun 'I')  

• sentences with different 

forms: statement, question, 

exclamation, command  
• the present and past tenses 

correctly and consistently including 

the progressive form • 

 subordination (using when, 

if, that, or because) and co-

ordination (using or, and, or but)  
• some features of written 
Standard English  
• suffixes to form new words 
(-ful, -er, -ness)  
• sentence demarcation  
• commas in lists  
• apostrophes for omission & 
singular possession  

• using the present perfect 

form of verbs in contrast to the past 

tense  
• form nouns using prefixes 
(super-, anti-)  
• use the correct form of 'a' 
or 'an'  
• word families based on 
common words  
(solve, solution, dissolve, insoluble)  

• using fronted adverbials  
• difference between plural and 

possessive -s  
• Standard English verb inflections (I did 

vs I done)  
• extended noun phrases, including with 

prepositions  
• appropriate choice of pronoun 

or noun to create cohesion  

• using the perfect form of verbs 
to mark  
relationships of time and cause  
• using relative clauses 

beginning with who, which, where, when, 

whose, that or with an implied (i.e. 

omitted) relative pronoun  
• converting nouns or adjectives 
into verbs  
• verb prefixes  
• devices to build cohesion, 
including adverbials of  
• time, place  and number  

• recognising vocabulary and 

structures that are appropriate for formal 

speech and writing, including subjunctive 

forms  
• using passive verbs to affect 

the presentation of information in a 

sentence  
• using the perfect form of verbs 

to mark relationships of time and cause  
• differences in informal and 
formal language  
• synonyms & Antonyms  
• further cohesive devices such 

as grammatical connections and 

adverbials  
• use of ellipsis  

Punctuation  
(edited to 
reflect content 
in Appendix 
2)  

•Begin to use a capital letter and full 
stop. 

• beginning to punctuate 
sentences using a  

capital letter and a full stop, 

question mark or exclamation mark  
• using a capital letter for 

names of people, places, 

the days of the week, and 

the personal pronoun ‘I’ 

• learning how to use both familiar 
and new punctuation correctly, 
including full stops, capital letters, 
exclamation marks,  question 
marks, commas for lists and 
apostrophes for contracted forms 
and the possessive (singular)  

• using and punctuating direct 
speech (i.e. Inverted commas)  

• using commas after fronted 
adverbials  
• indicating possession by using 

the possessive apostrophe with singular 

and plural nouns  
• using and punctuating direct 

speech (including punctuation   
within and surrounding inverted 
commas)  

• using commas to clarify meaning or 

avoid ambiguity in writing  
using brackets, dashes or commas to 
indicate parenthesis  

• using hyphens to avoid 
ambiguity  
• using semicolons, colons or 

dashes to mark boundaries between 

independent clauses  
using a colon to introduce a list 
punctuating bullet points consistently  

Grammatical  
Terminology  

letter, capital letter, word, finger 
space, full stop. 

letter, capital letter, word, 
singular, plural , sentence 
punctuation, full stop, question 
mark, exclamation mark  

noun, noun phrase, statement, 

question, exclamation, command, 

compound, adjective,  
verb, suffix , adverb tense (past, 
present) , apostrophe, comma   

adverb, preposition conjunction, 
word family, prefix, clause, 
subordinate clause, direct 
speech, consonant, consonant 
letter vowel, vowel letter, inverted 
commas (or ‘speech marks’)   

determiner, pronoun, possessive 
pronoun, adverbial  

modal verb, relative pronoun, relative 
clause, parenthesis, bracket, dash, 
cohesion, ambiguity   

subject, object, active, passive, 
synonym, antonym, ellipsis, hyphen, 
colon, semi-colon, bullet points  

  



 

Appendix 3 – The 5 B’s of Beaulieu 


